378	THE ASUKA AND NARA AGES
'Two-way' Shinto, in which Amaterasu, the Sun-£
identified with the Sun-Buddha worshipped at Nara, and
a long process of synthesis is begun. And if Buddhist
devotion has to accommodate itself by a well-wrought
theory of hoben (paedagogic strategy) no less has the Con-
fucian social ethic to be remade on Japanese lines.
The former soon developed from a mystical and other-
worldly to a vigorous and world-affirming cult as the
Middle Path of the Buddha was made not only the way for
proud abbots, but also for doughty warriors; and the demo-
cratic ideal of Confucius had also to bow to the facts of the
case, the feudal lord remaining at the head of society, and
calling himself a scholar and an official.
The social life of Nara is still largely feudal, with a free
rural population enjoying no political rights, and artisans
in a condition of semi-slavery. Education and religion are
also aristocratic, but some advance towards paternalism is
seen in the encouragement of agriculture and in the reclaim-
ing of waste lands. After the middle of the eighth century
those who did such reclamation might own the land—
which was still in theory the property of the Crown. Slaves
and animals were also regarded as private property, and
some organized effort to improve conditions was made by
guilds and by associations of five households for mutual
service. The household is still the unit of Japanese society.
Buddhism did not yet alleviate the life of the poor. Upon
them the burden of the splendours of Court and Temple
fell heavily. They continued to pay for the use of the land
which now belonged to the Throne; and by the close of the
ninth century the farmer was paying a tithe of the gross
products of his land, and was forced to give a full month
of labour annually.1 There were also local taxes and 'gifts'
to the monasteries; and the life of the masses was strenuous
and simple to the point of severity. The food of the well-
to-do was rice and millet: fish, seaweed, and certain meats
enriched it, as to-day. The poor enjoyed none of these
1 Taxation in more technical terms was of three kinds: (a) so—rice-taxj
(£) cho—tribute \ (c)yo—corvee.

